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Why is it Challenging to Manage Data
Science Projects?
It is ironic that data science, a field built upon rigorous scientific

The Need for
Improved
Project Management
80% of AI projects are run
by wizards whose talents
will not scale in the

methodologies, has yet to adopt much rigor for project management.
Rather, data science project management still tends to be ad hoc and is
often a secondary consideration to the technologies and algorithms.
This lack of process maturity leaves data science teams struggling to
implement their projects, frustrates stakeholders, and costs organizations
unmeasurable amounts in missed opportunities.

organization

- Gartner (2019)

Top 5 Challenges
1. Few established approaches: The lack of defined data science-native

85% of data scientists think
adopting an improved

process would improve
results

- Big Data Conference
Survey (2018)

project processes means that teams either have to develop their own
frameworks or use one designed for a different industry.
2. Culture: Data scientists are known for resisting project management
practices.
3. Diverse teams: Data science is rapidly maturing into a “team sport” with
cross-functional teams. Coordination is more challenging among such
teams whose members have diverse backgrounds and opinions on how
to manage processes.
4. Exploratory focus: The exploratory nature of data science complicates

48% of data science teams
have established

standardized processes
– Corinium survey

project planning. Data science work does not fit neatly on a timeline.
5. Knowing it's done: In most fields, you know whether a component is
working – the code either updates a database or it doesn't. The car
starts or it's dead. However, two people can look at the same model;
one might say it works (or it is done), the other might disagree. They

(2020)

both can be right given their frame of reference.

How to Ensure Project Success

Well...you can't. But, by establishing more holistic team-based collaboration approaches that respect (and not fight) the
data science life cycle, you will be more likely to effectively convert data science investments in time, talent, and
technology into tremendous value.
To help you on your journey, this white paper highlights the shortcomings of poor processes and provides an overview of
common data science workflows and collaboration frameworks.
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Top 5 Consequences of Poor Processes
There are many reasons that a data science team should use a well-defined process to manage and coordinate their
efforts, such as improved collaboration, shorter deliverable cycles, and stronger stakeholder involvement. On the flip
side, poor processes:
1. Thwart improvement: Working better next time is challenging without built-in retrospective
processes.
2. Slow information sharing: Poor processes for storing, retrieving and sharing information
wastes time and increases the risk of using outdated information.
3. Lead you to "fly blind": How do you know whether you're on track to deliver what the
stakeholders need if you don't have defined processes to solicit feedback on incremental
deliverables?
4. Hinder Team Efficiency: Without defined processes, a team often does significant re-work,
works on the wrong tasks or has bottlenecks that are not quickly resolved.
5. Decrease output quality: Poor processes lead to errors. In turn, the team might deliver
inaccurate models and flawed analyses.

Workflow vs. Coordination Frameworks

Purpose

Definition

Many teams equate an effective data science workflow with an effective project management approach. However,
this misses half of the equation for effective project management. An effective team needs both proper workflows
and collaboration frameworks. For starters, let's understand the difference between the two concepts.

Data Science Workflow

Collaboration Framework

A data science workflow (also known as a data
science life cycle) describes the steps in a data
science project, such as:

A collaboration (or coordination) framework
provides guidelines on how to:

1. Obtain data
2. Clean data
3. Create machine learning model

Using a workflow creates a common
vocabulary to describe what the team does
during a project.
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prioritize work
define and divvy up tasks
solicit feedback from stakeholders
reflect and improve processes

Using a collaboration framework allows a team
to effectively manage its broader project
management considerations.
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CRISP-DM

The Most Popular Data Science Workflow

CRISP-DM Challenges
The focus of CRISP-DM is
on what to do, not how to do
it. So, a team will also need
a collaboration framework.
CRISP-DM pre-dates the
worlds of big data and cloud
computing and therefore
ignores many modern data
science project tasks.
CRISP-DM has some of
pitfalls of Waterfall projects
with an over-emphasis on
upfront planning and heavy
documentation.

Founded in the late 1990s, CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Process
for Data Mining) has since become the most popular data science
workflow. It defines six iterative phases that describe a typical data
science workflow:
1. Business understanding: What does the business need?
2. Data understanding: What data do we need? Is it clean?
3. Data preparation: How do we organize the data for modeling?
4. Modeling: What modeling techniques should we apply?
5. Evaluation: Which model best meets the business objectives?
6. Deployment: How do stakeholders access the results?
And each phase has three to six tasks defining more granular work.
Typically, when using CRISP-DM, the team progresses through the
different phases but "loops back" to earlier phases when needed.

Other Data Science
Workflows
Three well-known alternatives
are:
SEMMA
OSEMN
TDSP
However,
like
CRISP-DM,
these focus on "what to do", not
"how to collaborate".

In recent surveys, roughly
50% of data science teams
use CRISP-DM.
Adoption of SEMMA, OSEMN
and TDSP are very low
(~2%).
© Data Science Process Alliance 2021
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Scrum

The Most Popular Software Collaboration Framework
Scrum's Popularity
Also founded in the 1990s, Scrum has over 12 million practitioners –
mostly from software engineering teams. Other industries including
manufacturing, publications, and data science are also adopting it.
The Scrum Sprint
When using Scrum, the team divides a larger project into a series of
mini-projects (called sprints), each of a consistent and fixed length (up
to one month). At the end of each sprint, the development team should
create potentially releasable functionality that meets the pre-defined
definition of done. Therefore, software teams typically run through every
phase of the software development life cycle – requirements, analysis,
design, development, test, and deployment – during a sprint.
Scrum Meetings
Sprint planning is where the product owner explains the top
priorities from the product backlog and the development team
projects what they will complete by the sprint's end.
Daily standup allows the development team to coordinate their
tasks (typically in under 15-minutes).
Sprint review is when the team demonstrates the results of their
sprint to stakeholders and solicits their feedback.
Sprint retrospective enables the team to reflect and determine
how it can improve in the sprint.
Throughout the whole process, a scrum master serves as a servant
leader to support the team and promote Scrum's values.
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Scrum in Data Science
Given the surface similarities
between software engineering
and data science share, data
science teams often try Scrum.
However, this leaves many teams
frustrated. Two major challenges
are:
Length of a Sprint: Scrum
requires fixed-length sprints,
but many data science teams
want to do an experiment (or
answer a question) that might
be shorter or longer than the
defined sprint duration.
What to fit in a Sprint: Scrum
teams need to accurately
estimate what they can deliver
in a sprint. However, much of
data science is exploratory
with unknown timelines.
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Data Driven Scrum™ (DDS)

A New Coordination Framework Developed for Data Science

Kanban: A set of Lean
Principles
Kanban does not define how a
team might coordinate and
prioritize their work, nor does it
explicitly
define
a
team's
workflow.
However, Kanban does define a
high-level set of lean principles.
Its two main principles are to:
Visualize the flow via a
Kanban board
Minimize work in progress
These principles help a team be
more agile by enabling them to
re-prioritize tasks as needed
(based on the results of
previously completed tasks).
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Adapting Scrum for Data Science Projects
Data Driven Scrum (DDS) is a newer framework that addresses many of
the challenges encountered when using Scrum. Specifically, Data Driven
Scrum is a continuous flow framework specifically for agile data science
teams. DDS integrates the structure of Scrum and the continuous flow of
Kanban.
DDS Iterations
DDS teams use a visual Kanban board and focus on a specific item (or
collection of items) during an iteration, which is task-based, not timeboxed. Each iteration may be viewed as validating or rejecting a specific
lean hypothesis (or answering a specific question).
An iteration is defined by the following three steps:
Create: A thing or set of things that will be created and put into use
with a hypothesis about what will happen.
Observe: A set of observable outcomes that will be measured (and
any work that is needed to facilitate that measurement).
Analyze: Analyzing the observables and plan for the next iteration.
Roles, Artifacts and Meetings
DDS also has well-defined roles, artifacts, and meetings, which are
similar to Scrum. However, iteration reviews are calendar-based (ex.
weekly) and not tied to a specific iteration.
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Data Science Process
Training & Certification
Data Science Project Management Training
Data Science Process Alliance (DSPA) empowers individuals and teams to successfully set up, execute, and deliver data
science projects. Members achieve this by applying practical knowledge gained through courses dedicated to data science
project management.

Better Process
Delivers Improved
EFFICIENCY

Repeatable processes drive process
efficiency and help ensure the
highest value analyses are explored

Training Format
Synchronous live online sessions
On-demand online learning (via the DSPA Portal)
Class activities, business cases studies, readings, and discussions

Certifications

Participants become certified upon completing the course and passing
the certification exam.
The Data Science Practitioner™ (DSP) training
provides a foundational level of knowledge on
how to be part of an effective data science team.
It covers key coordination and data science life

VALIDITY

Help ensure accurate, fair, nonbiased, and where needed,
transparent results

cycle frameworks.
The Data Science Team Lead™ (DSTL) course
provides

in-depth,

comprehensive,

and

actionable training in data science project
management. DSTL members will be ready to
lead data science projects.

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

Ensure insights that are actionable
and understood by stakeholders via
better communication and
coordination

DSPA Community
Connects you directly with your peers
Engage with Data Science Process Experts
Review / ask questions on instructional materials
Discuss trends, blogs and other emerging items
Enables access to exclusive events
Provides a library of curated data science project management
related resources (white papers, videos, etc)

About DSPA

Combining data science process research with industry leading agile training, the Data Science Process Alliance
(www.DataScienceProcess.com) is the leading data science process membership, training and certification organization.
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